
 
 

 

 
MetricNo. Particulars 

5.1.2 Following capacity development and skills enhancement activities 

are organised for improving students’ capability 1. Soft skills  

2. Language and communication skills  

3. Life skills (Yoga, physical fitness, health and hygiene) 4. 

ICT/computing skills 

   

HEI Input: All the above 

DVVClarification HEIResponse 

1.HEI is requested to kindly note that the 

programmes should be conducted 

periodically during the assessment period so 

please relook and provide data accordingly. 

1.All the programmes are conducted 

periodically during the assessment period 

NAAC may kindly Consider 

2.Please provide data for all the five year in 

the prescribed data template,in this metric as 

data for only one year is provided. 

2.Revised data Template for the five years is 

Provided. 

3.Please provide soft copy of circular 

/Brochure with sealed and singed by the 

head of the institute. 

3.soft copy of circular /Brochure with sealed 

and singed by the head of the institute is 

provided. 

4.Please provide web link to particular 

program /scheme/Report of the event. 

4.Web-link to the particular 

program/scheme/Report of the event is 

provided. 

5.Please provide revised Photographs with 

date and caption for each scheme or event, 

with sealed and singed by the head of the 

institute. 

5.Photographs with date and caption for each 

scheme or eventwith sealed and singed by the 

head of the institute is provided. 

6.Please provide revised List of programs 

conducted and the number of students 

enrolled for each of the events for the last 

five years with sealed and singed by the 

head of the institute 

6.List of programs conducted and the number 

of students who is enrolled for eachfor the last 

five years with sealed and singed by the head 

of the institute is provided. 

7.Please provide the certificate of the 

students for the last five years 

7. participation Certificate of the students for 

the last five years is provided  

8.Please provide revised attendance sheet of 

students of last five year with signature of the 

students and sealed and signed by the head of 

the institute. 

 

8.Attendance sheet of students of last five year 

with signature of the students and sealed and 

signed by the head of the institute is provided. 

NAAC DVV CLARIFICATIONS 



 

 

 

 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS UPLOADED 

 

S.No Content Link 

1 Revised data Template 
 

VIEW 

2 
Soft copy of circular /Brochure with data and 

caption for each scheme 
VIEW 

3 
Web-link to the particular program/ scheme/ 

Report of the event 

 

VIEW 

4 

Photographs with date and caption for each 

scheme or event with sealed and singed by the 

head of the institute 

VIEW 

5 List of programs and list of students enrolled VIEW 

6 Certificate of the students for the last five years VIEW 

7 

Attendance sheet of students of last five year 

with signature of the students and sealed and 

signed by the head of the institute 

VIEW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/5.1.2/1.xlsx
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/5.1.2/2.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/Capacity_Building_and_Skill_Enhancement.php
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/5.1.2/4.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/5.1.2/5.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/5.1.2/6.pdf
https://aditya.ac.in/adcrjy/assets/naac/DVV/METRICS/5.1.2/7.pdf

